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Book #3 takes the beloved mutt to new heights!Professor Kompressor's anti-gas formula causes

Walter to blow up like a balloon and float away. Just when it looks as though Walter's paws may

never touch ground again, he encounters a flock of butterflies in distress. Only Walter's warm wind

can save them from an icy death.
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Walter makes his third appearance in yet another unapologetically silly picture book, this one

dedicated to "everyone who's ever felt misjudged or misunderstood." The story begins when animal

gas expert Professor Kompressor pays a visit to Walter's family, equipped with a contraption that

looks like a cross between a vacuum cleaner and an old phonograph: "I understand your dog has a

farting disorder," he says. At first it seems as if the professor's prescription of powders and potions

is working, but one day, young Billy and Betty see Walter floating like a helium balloon over the

trees, so full of pent-up gas he has become airborne. Unable to release his gas, the unfortunate dog

floats over hill and dale for days and days. The formula for these books requires the much-maligned

Walter to redeem his gaseous self by saving the day (he gasses out burglars in the first one and

helps catch bank robbers in the second). Here, even more absurdly, he saves millions of butterflies

from a freezing windstorm by letting rip a warm cloud of air that melts the frost off their wings.



Colorful, crisp, almost three-dimensional art, generated with a digital painting and collage technique,

gives the book a bizarre, sophisticated style that both complements and elevates the cheap laughs.

(Ages 6 to 9) --Karin Snelson --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Winner of the PETA Award for Children's Books

This book was a big hit for a gag gift for my husband's birthday. He is 55, not 5, though. While I

think a lot of 5 year old's may think it's hilarious, I don't really think the subject matter is really

appropriate for a child. I got my husband this book and Walter the Farting Dog stuffed animal. Big

hit! Again, hilarious for this purpose but for a child's gift? probably not such a good idea. My

thoughts, anyway.

Silly strange story, but a good giggle to share with kids.

Walter the farting dog is a big hit! The story is very funny and the drawings are great.

We love all of the Walter books and we read at least one every night. Walter was the first book I

ever read to him that he just latched on to. So I ordered all of them to keep his interest in reading

alive. So far so good. Keep farting Walter!

My kinders love these stories! This one is very funny!

My granddaughter loves them, my daughter...not so much.

I love this series of books. I have them all and all are worth reading. They are funny and my

students love the "farts!" The children in the book love him despite his smell, the parents want to get

rid of him because of his smell. BUT, his smelly farts are what saves the day! He is not much to look

at, but full of love for others! Teaches tolerance for others and even what you may think are the

worse about you - could in fact be one of the most lovable things about you! Don't judge a book by

it's cover or a dog by it's farts!

love love love-- very funny
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